
It might now be safe to say that it is spring. I don’t want 

to jump the gun or anything, or jinx the arrival of spring, 

but when you’ve gone more than a couple weeks 

without snow boots or mittens, I think it could be safe to 

announce the changing of seasons. With the scent of wet 

dirt and grass in the air, and my rain boots garnishing my 

wiggly toes, my plans turn to the garden. 

I received two seed catalogs months ago, but drawing 

upon past experience, I used them as reference 

magazines instead of purchasing resources. There have 

been too many debacles with seeds, the attention 

required, the timing demanded, and the patience the 

irritating little fellas insist upon. I have some bad 

memories of drowning seeds, baking seeds, parching 

seeds, planting them prematurely and being rewarded 

with spindly dwarfs in the garden. This year I’m just going to admit that I’m no good at starting plants from seeds, 

as economical and fun as it would be to say that I filled my garden with plants that I had raised from infancy.  

Don’t be confused by the dead plant pictured to the left. That is a pot of 

cilantro I bought at the store a couple months ago. I enjoyed using the 

cilantro (I think you can add it to just about anything but I realize most 

people either love it or hate it), but I overwatered it one day and it started 

to wilt. I tried to prune the droopy portions, but I think I ended up pulling 

up the part of the roots that were actually still living. What I was left with 

died within a day. Bummer. 

But there is hope. That’s what gardening is all about, right? The hope that 

what you plant will come up, that what you plant will make it through the summer, that what you plant will look 

good and not require too much babying or constant watering, that an army of slugs or other garden mischief-

makers won’t destroy all your hard work in an overnight onslaught. Woo! It’s a lot of work, all that hoping, but 

sometimes hope requires me to roll up my sleeves and get dirty (that works on so many levels!). 

I’m doing my best to resist buying any of the gorgeous creeping phlox or vibrant other pretties that are being set 

outside the hardware and garden stores right now. They are as enticing as the smell of freshly baked bread 

coming from a bakery early in the morning. We are going to move into a new house in a week or two, and I have 

no idea what the yard, the light, the shade, or the soil will be like. I must hold back on doing anything too 

extensive until I get a better handle on those details. In the meantime, I think it’s going to be all about the pots 

and containers – those will let me move them around as needed and let me control what soil I use. I won’t have 

any excuse to not have bountiful flowers this summer…right? I’m already planning and plotting, but have yet to 

start potting. Get it? Potting? Oh stop it, my sides.  


